We show the application of an optimal transportation approach to estimate stochastic volatility process by using the flow that optimally transports the set of particles from the prior to a posterior distribution. We also show how to direct the flow to a rarely visited areas of the state space by using a particle method (a mutation and a reweighing mechanism). We demonstrate the efficiency of our approach on a simple example of the European option price under the Stein-Stein stochastic volatility model for which a closed form formula is available. Both homotopy and reweighted homotopy methods show a lower variance, root-mean squared errors and a bias compared to other filtering schemes recently developed in the signal-processing literature, including particle filter techniques.
Introduction
Optimal transport problem that was formulated by Monge in the XVIII century, then reformulated fifty years ago by Kantorovich and it has recently been rediscovered by C. Villani [12] . This problem then was applied in different contexts, for example in option pricing [11] .
Particle methods which were extensively researched by P. Del Moral in [6] , [5] and [7] allow to find so-called "optimal transport". For this purpose a set of discrete weighted samples, i.e. particles, is used to approximate an importance measure, and then to predict a posterior distribution by propagating the set of particles until we get an estimate.
Another approach has been proposed by Daum's et al. [2] , [3] that allows the reduction of the number of particles we need in order to get a tolerable level of errors in the filtering problem. The main idea behind this method is the evolution in homotopy parameter λ (a "pseudotime") from prior to the target density. They introduced a particle flow, in which particles are gradually transported without the necessity to randomly sample from any distribution. This approach as an optimal transport problem allows optimally move the set of particles according to Bayes' rule. In other words, the particles are progressively transported according to their flow. One can in this way reduce the number of needed samples, since the variance and bias of the estimator is lower and as a result reduce the computational burden in both the estimation and the prediction steps.
In this paper we adapt homotopy transport in Stein-Stein stochastic volatility model [9] to price a European option and extend Daum's et al. method by reweighing the generated particles' trajectories that allows to efficiently transport the particles from a prior transition density to a posterior one under the measurement impact. The idea of transportation and reweighing mechanism is to transport particles through the sequence of densities that move the least during the synthetic time until they reach the posterior distribution. By regenerating particles according to their weight at each time step we are able to direct the flow and further minimize the variance of the estimates. The transportation of particles can be understood as a geodesic flow in a convex subset of a Euclidean space.
We show that homotopy transport allows to significantly reduce the variance compared to a particle filtering technique. Path reweighing allows further reduce both the variance and the bias of estimators.
The rest of the article is organized as follows. Section 2 formulates the problem of computing the expectation when we have partially observed variables and shows the solution using particle filter method. Section 3 formulates the problem defined in section 2 in the context of optimal transport and presents the homotopy transport approach to solve the problem. Section 4 shows the mixture of homotopy tranport and path reweighing approach and, actually, extends the method proposed in section 3. Section 5 provides numerical results. Section 6 concludes.
Particle Filtering

Problem formulation
Many problems arises in financial applications when one has to compute expectations with partially observed information. A simple example is an option pricing with hidden volatility dynamics. Assume that we denote by {Y t } t≥0 ∈ R n Y asset returns, which are observed from the dynamics of prices, while the hidden factor {X t } t≥0 ∈ R n X is unobservable. Let (Ω, F, P) be a probability space and the set of observed data at time t be (F t ) is a filtration generated by a process (Y t ) t≥0 .
The classical problem, where particle filtering is applied, is to extract a sequence of hidden variables X t . It is formalized in the following way, given an initial R n X -dimensional random variables x 0 with distribution P x 0 , then for t ∈ N:
where the first equation is the hidden process, with t : Ω → R n X are i.i.d random variables, the map 
Given above stochastic dynamical system, we would like to compute the following conditional expectation:
with a distribution of X 0:t :
and normalizing constant Z:
where (X t ) t≥0 forms a Markov Chain in (R n X , B(R n X )) with transition density
Intuitively, one could think that we could use naive Monte Carlo technique to approximate (2):
where the sampling operator
The problem with naive Monte Carlo Sampling lies in the fact that we don't know how to sample from conditional distribution P(d(x 0:t )) = P(X 0:t ∈ dx 0:t |Y 1:t ). Moreover, computation of normalization constant Z is a big challenge.
There is a lot of research made to tackle this problem, for example [6] , where the problem is transformed from a partially observed to a fully observed, by introducing a so called filtering distribution, that links observed and latent variables and recursively updates it. Proposition 2.1. Conditional probability (filtering distribution) Ξ t = P (X t ∈ ·|Y 1 , ..., Y t ) with prior X 0 ∼ p 0 could be computed sequentially:
Denote the corresponding values of the hidden process as (X 0 , ..., X t ) and the values of the measurement process as (Y 0 , ..., Y t ). If there exists an absolutely continuous probability measure P Q, than for t = 0, ..., N we have:
An importance measure Q could be chosen arbitrarily as soon as the continuity of the measure is preserved. But usually in a sequential importance sampling literature it is common to see the approximation of Q, given that there exists an absolutely continuous importance kernel K t , such that for K K t as:
where
is the weight function, and for i = 1, ..., n X , (X
t ) are independent trajectory realizations. Now assume that the prior and sampling kernels K t and K t have densities k t and k t with respect to the measure µ, ∀t = 1, ..., T .
For 0 < ... < t, the Radon-Nikodym derivative in (7) is:
where the importance measure is given by:
Observe, that we still can not compute a normalization constant Z, otherwise to compute the filtering distribution Ξ t will not be a problem, so we will need to apply normalized operator M Nx to approximate filtering distribution:
where the normalized importance weight function:
and an unnormalized weight is given by:
Observe that importance weights { ω
Since Particle filters showed weight degeneracey as number of time steps increased, Gordon et al. (1993) proposed a resampling step to the algorithm, which could be described by the following nonlinear equation:
where the nonlinear operator Φ t is given by:
The action of the operator Φ could be schematically described as:
where the mutation operator M is given by
and the reweighing operator Ω t has the form
After the reweighing step we get the following approximation of the filtering distribution Ξ t−1 :
. We see from above equations that n X particles are sampled from an empirical distribution Ξ t , i.e. it is itself defined through n X particles.
Let us give the intuition behind the reweighing step. The idea behind it is in the fact, that at this step particles with low weights have lower probability to be sampled compared with particles with high importance weights. Consequently, in this step particles with low weights will be neglected, while particles with high weights will be sampled more frequently.
Particle Filtering Algorithm
The algorithm allows to approximate Ξ 
where Φ t := Ω t M n X M. It consists of three steps:
At time t = 0, we generate M i.i.d. random variables from the prior distribution. For t = 1, ..., N − 1 we propagate X t ∈ R n X according to the dynamics of the hidden process, update the measurement, to get a couple of random vectors (X t+1 , Y t+1 ) in the first step. Resample particles according to their probability weights ω t+1 (X t+1 ) and set resampled particles X t . At the final time step t compute the estimate of (6):
Propagate particles using state equation
Compute effective sample size M ef f :
Resample using weight ω
Set resampled particles as X (i) t
end
Despite the advantage of sampling from highly non-linear and non-gaussian filtering distributions, we need to mention its limitations. In fact, today we have to deal with high-dimensional data, as it was shown in [1] , [14] , [15] , the collapse of weights occurs unless the sample size grows superexponentially. Homotopy transport allows us to sample efficiently in high-dimensional framework, while avoiding the explosion of the sample size.
Homotopy Transport
The classical optimal transport problem is to find over all maps T : R n X → R n X , such that for X ∼ P, T (X) ∼ Q and T ∈ C 1 ; which optimizes the following criterion:
In other words, we would like to find a continuous transformation that minimizes the distance between measure P and measure Q among all these that pusheforward a prior measure P towards a measure Q. In the context of filtering problem we would like to find a transformation T , that transport particles from a sampling measure P to Q:
One can solve this problem using variational methods [8] .
For the sake of exposition we represent posterior distribution, presented in the form of a normalized importance weight in the following way:
, the prior is p(X t |Y t−1 ), the likelihood is ρ(Y t |X t ) and Z t is a normalization factor:
Actually, the equation (25) is equivalent to the normalized importance weight in the eq. (12) . Now, if we consider a continuous map T : R n X → R n X , then:
Homotopy gradually modifies the prior density into the posterior density, as a scaling parameter λ ∈ [0, 1] increases from 0 to 1. In other words, by iterating we will transport homotopy ψ(X t,λ |Y t ) to a true posterior ψ(X t |Y t ), while minimizing the cost of transport. There are several conditions that homotopy has to satisfy. First, at λ 0 we should have our prior, i.e. ψ(x t,λ 0 |Y t ) = p(X t ) and at some point λ 0→1 , we will get approximation of our posterior density. Define a new set of density functions:
In order to simplify the calculation we take the logarithm of homotopy:
The dynamics of homotopy transport in the artificial time λ is known as log-homotopy [2] . In some sense, the dynamics of transport will be given by the flow movement in the aritficial time λ, so we will look for a flow dx dλ that rules the movement of particles following log-homotopy. If we assume that in pseudo-time λ, the flow dx dλ follows the following SDE:
where W λ is a vector field that pushes forward particles from prior to posterior distribution. We impose the following assumptions:
I. The densities p(X t,λ |Y t−1 ) and ρ(Y t |X t,λ ) are twice differentialble with respect to X t,λ ;
II. The function that governs the particle transport g(X t,λ ) is differentiable with respect to X t,λ ;
III. The Hessian matrix of the density Ψ is non-singular;
Now given the conditional probability density function (28), we can compute the function g(X t,λ ) = dX t,λ dλ using the forward Kolmogorov equation:
is the diffusion tensor of the process, and tr(·) is a trace operator. The forward Kolmogorov equation is used to relate the flow of particles dX t,λ dλ with the evolution of log-homotopy as λ 0→1 , under the diffusion process.
where div(·) is a divergence operator. On the other hand if we take the derivative of equation (28) with respect to λ, we have:
Since Ψ(X t,λ ) is a composition of two functions, we will need to use the chain rule:
By substituting eq. (33) into (32) and rearranging the terms:
Observe that (31) and (34) are identical, so by equating and dividing on ψ(X t,λ ) we get:
In [4] , authors propose to take the derivative of (35) with respect to X t,λ in order to find explicitely the equation of flow on the one hand, and to get rid of the normalization constant Z λ that lead to instabilities on the other hand.
∂L(X
Observe that we get a highly nonlinear PDE. We use the solution found in [2] and [3] , which states that if we could find a vector field g(X t,λ ) and diffusion tensor Q(X t,λ ), such that sum of the last three terms in (36) are equal to zero. The PDE, then simplifies to:
Using the assumption III, i.e. the Hessian matrix
is non-singular, we get explicitely the flow g(X t,λ ):
Homotopy Transport Algorithm
Sampling from the prior. First we generate M i.
i.d random variables X (i)
t from the prior density p 0 (x), initialize pseudo-time λ and set the state variables that will be transported as:
Transportation Stage. For t = 2, ..., N −1, compute the derivative with respect to X t,λ of the measurement function. If h is non-linear, a second order Taylor expansion at X t,λ allows speeding up the calculation by linearizing the first derivative. After that, update the pseudo time by setting : λ = λ + ∆λ.
Compute the flow g(X (i) t,λ ). Note, that the first Hessian could be derived by twice differentiating a log-homotopy equation (28):
The first term in (39)
is estimated by using a sample covariance matrix of t patricles generated form the prior distribution:
Compute the transportation of particles from the measure P to the measure Q:
And finally update the state parameter:
Maturity.
At the final time interval ]N − 1, N ] compute the estimator of (24):
Algorithm 2: Homotopy Transport Algorithm
Propagate particles using state equation 
12
Calculate an estimate:
14
Update the time: λ = λ + ∆λ;
15
Calculate the flow
Transport particles according to its flow: 
Homotopy Transport with Particle Reweighing
Taking into account the difficulties one faces in non-Gaussian and high-dimensional problems, the idea of a particle transport without any use of sampling techniques is very elucidating. The next question that arises is whether we could direct the transportation by choosing those particles that have higher probability of reaching rarely visited areas of the state space? We propose a mixture of homotopy particle transport with a particle reweighing at each time step. The numerical test that we performed on the toy example of a Stein-Stein stochastic volatility model showes that we significantly reduce the variance and bias of our estimator.
The algorithm consists of two steps: first we transport particles according to its flow, and second, we choose those particles that have higher probability of faster exploring the state space.
where T is a flow of particles under the pseudotime λ decribed in the section 3.1. By setting X t = (X 0 , ..., X t ), we could express our Radon-Nikodym derivative in a product form: dP dQ
where the first Radon-Nikodym derivative denotes the transport of particles from a mesure P to a measure Q, then we choose the particles that have high probability of reaching rare corners of the state space, using d Q dQ that allows us to reassess the weights of the particles. As in the section 2, an importance measure Q that will play a resampling to choose the trajectories with higher weight, given that there exists an importance kernel K t , such that K t K t , could be defined as:
where the set
Assuming, that the prior and sampling kernels K t and K t have densities k t and k t respectively, then the Radon-Nikodym derivative is
t , and ω t (X t ) = 1 otherwise. The an unnormalized weight is given by:
So, now we have homotopy transport with particle reweighing estimator:
PF-Enhanced Homotopy Transport Algorithm
The algorithm could be described by the following scheme, ∀i = 1, ..., n X :
where Φ is an operator that denotes the resampling mechanism of particles. If we assume that there is a continuous kernel K t , such that K t K t with densities k t and k t respectively, then we can define a weight function ω
Detailed Algorithm
Sampling from the prior. As in the section 3.1, we start with M particles sampled from the prior distribution p 0 , initialize pseudo-time λ and set the state variables that will be transported as: X 
Algorithm 3: Homotopy Transport with Particle Reweighing Algorithm
Follow steps 6-8 of the Algorithm 2 in the section 3.1. 
Numerical Applications and Results
As a toy example, we decided to test the algorithms on a Stein-Stein stochastic volatility model. We set log-returns as Y t = log(S t ), then the model takes the following form:
where X t is a volatility process, Y t the dynamics of log-returns, µ is a drift, θ is a long-term variance, κ -the rate of reversion, σ is the volatility of volatility, and B t and W t are two independent Brownian motions, in the sense that dB t , dW t = 0.
Using the above presented stochastic volatility model, we would like to compute estimates for a European option. For a given interest rate r, maturity T , strike price K, and for a function z(·, x) = max(x − K, 0), the call price of the option is given by:
We chose Euler-Muruyama discretization scheme, which gives:
where ∆t is a discretization size, t and η t are independent Gaussian variates, N (0, 1). We compare each approach by estimating the standard deviations, the root mean squared error (RMSE), the bias, the relative mean squared error(RRMSE), the time required to compute each estimate and the figure of merit (FOM). We run 20 Monte Carlo experiments. For l = 1, ..., M s the RMSE estimator is given by:
where C is the price computed analytically, C l are Monte Carlo estimates and M s = 20 is the number of Monte Carlo experiments. As a reference price, we used the article by EM Stein [9] .
where St.dev are standard deviations of MC estimates. The RRMSE is computed using the following formula:
To measure the efficiency of each method presented in the article, we will use the figure of merit(FOM) [10] :
where CP U t is the CPU time need to compute the estimator and R is a relative error, which is the measure of statistical precision: shows that homotopy and reweighted(RW)-homotopy algorithms shows less statistical errors then traditional PF. If we compare homotopy and RW-homotopy, we could see that FOM says that the first is more efficient the latest, due to the fact that we need more time to reweight the paths. Meanwhile RW-homotopy shows less erros and st. deviations. Despite the fact that Monte Carlo estimate showed higher FOM, than PF, due to the fact that it takes less time to compute Monte Carlo estimator. Whereas PF has lower RMSE and the bias.
Conclusions and Further Research
The estimation of latent variables has a lot of applications in engineering and finance. We provide homotopy based algorithm and its extension with reweighted trajectories that permits to solve the optimal transportation problem.
Numerical results that we applied in European option pricing with stochastic volatility demonstrated the efficiency of the proposed algorithms with respect to error, bias and other stastics. Both algorithms ourperformed Particle filtering. The path-reweighing allowed to reduce standard deviations, and in some cases the bias and the RMSE compared to the homotopy transport algorithm.
From our experiments we could observe the following:
• Homotopy transport is fast algorithm, which is spectacularily demonstrated in the figure of merit statistics.
• Efficiency of homotopy transport algorithm increases as the number of particles increases.
• Implementation of homotopy transport requires less effort than a vanilla Monte Carlo algorithm.
• Homotopy transport proved to be unbiased estimator.
• Homotopy with path reweighing proved to reduce the bias when the number of particles is small compared to homotopy transport without reweighing.
While reweighted homotopy transport approach showed the reduced RMSE and Bias in lowdimensions, the mixture of homotopy transport and bootstrap resampling, the importance weight could converge to unity in high-dimensional problems( [15] ). In the next article we plan to investigate this issue. It will be also interesting to check the homotopy transport on non-gaussian examples.
